


Launched in 2007 and based in Perugia, Discover Your Italy is owned & operated by 

Italian husband and wife team of Matteo Della Grazia & Daniela Mencarelli

In 2020 Discover Your Italy has opened a branch office in Milan

ITALIANS’ ITALY



IN-DEPTH KNOWLEDGE & EXPERTISE

All of Discover Your Italy’s expert guides are highly skilled, knowledgeable English 

speaking professionals who are born, raised, and live in the regions where they 

conduct tours, adding yet another layer of local flavor to the experience.



INSIDER ACCESS

Fuoritinerario - Discover Your Italy designs innovative and original experiences 

with an insider’s touch, secret places with unique access & iconic sites with a 

local twist  throughout the country. Each itinerary is handcrafted, and 
immerses clients in the country as locals enabling our guests to truly discover 

“their own Italy!”



Our concepts

Your Italy
Let us create the Italy trip of your dreams, customized according to your interests, 

budget and travel style. You tell us what you want, we’ll craft a bespoke tour of 
“your Italy.”

Our Italy
Let us show you the Italy we love, with small-group tours that feature set departure 

dates, unique itineraries and exclusive access to off-the-radar sites.



Your Italy

New Itineraries



Naples & Ischia: 

“My Brilliant Friend”

Elena Ferrante’s novels - “My Brilliant 
Friend,” “The Story of a New Name,” 

“Those Who Leave and Those Who Stay” & 
“The Story of the Lost Child” - have 

developed a international cult following 

and will soon become a TV series. The 

novels trace the lives of two friends, Elena 

and Lila, from their childhood’s in post-war 

Naples to the present. Follow the plot of 

these novels in the amazing Mediterranean 

city of Naples and on the enchanting island 

of Ischia as a real Neapolitan.

Matera European Capital of 

Culture & Puglia 
Explore the hidden treasures of Italy’s “heel” 
during this exceptional tour. Wander through 

a mosaic of small vineyards, scrubs of 

Mediterranean forests and silver olive tree 

gardens. From seaside towns with unique 

architecture to historic castles, this itinerary 

uncovers some of Italy’s most fascinating 
locales. Discover the unique “stone town” of 
Matera,  which has been named a European 

City of Culture for 2019.



Food & Wine Discovery Journey 

of Veneto & Friuli  Venezia 

Giulia

Veneto and Friuli Venezia Giulia are home to 

some of the more well known Italian delicacies, 

from Prosecco, Italy’s dry sparkling wine, to the 
best ham and cheese of the country and the 

world famous Amarone wine. Guests will 

explore Verona, Valpolicella, Valdobbiadene, 

Padua, Treviso, Trieste, Venice and enjoy some 

of the little-known towns and areas of 

northeast. During this journey they’ll taste the 
real essence of Italy, and discover the historic 

architectural treasures hidden in the amazing 

little jewels of Verona, Padua, Treviso, Trieste 

and of course, the romantic city of Venice.

Hidden Flavors of Northern 

Italy 
Discover the Northern Italy cities of Verona, 

Pauda, Milan, Cremona and Turin by foot with 

an expert guide. Take in the highlights, the 

markets and local shops. Attend the opera at 

the world famous Arena of Verona. Visit the 

most iconic Northern Italy wineries of 

Valpolicella, Franciacorta, Langhe and learn 

about the winemaking process while, of 

course, tasting the wines!



Stradivari, Verdi & The 

Italian Food Valley

Fashion, Design & 

Style in Milan

Discover the secrets in making a Stradivari 
violin, that today are worth tens of millions. 

Explore the house of Giuseppe Verdi and 
understand his creative process which led to 

the creation of such operas as Aida, Nabucco, 
etc.  Visit the local producers of some of the 

most delicious Italian delicacies (Parma Ham, 
Parmesan Cheese, Balsamic Vinegar).

Dive into the stylish atmosphere, of the 
most glamorous city in Italy; Milan. 

Stand face-to-face with Leonardo’s The 
Last Supper. Visit some of the most 

innovative modern art centers such as 
the new Fondazione Prada & the 

Triennale Design Museum.  And of 
course … shop till you drop!



Flavors of Sicily

With its variety of landscapes and unique 

character, Sicily has so much to offer . 

Guests on this utterly comprehensive wine 

and food tour of Sicily enjoy exclusive 

culinary experiences enabling them to 

taste the delicacies and particular flavors 

of the region.

Alpine Huts: Skiing, 

Hiking & Food
The Dolomites have always been a skiers and 

hikers paradise. Today, those same active 

travelers who once stored snacks in their 

backpacks, have begun enjoying the delicious 

food served in picturesque Alpine Huts (Rifugi) 

which offer a relaxed scenic setting and 

exceptional gourmet food. Daily excursions are 

planned for both skiers and hikers targeting 

new slopes and peaks to explore but more 

importantly, new Alpine Huts where they can 

stop and indulge for lunch!



Spirits of Italy

During seven days and six nights in 

Milan,Turin and Padua, guests 

partake in a cocktails masterclass at 

Campari Academy, visit a chocolate 

factory in Turin, and a Vermouth 
masterclass at Casa Martini.

The Food Valley of Italy: 

Emilia Romagna

Known the world over for authentic 

flavors and luxury sports cars, Emilia 

Romagna is more than home-made fresh 

Pasta, Parmigiano Reggiano, Aceto

Balsamico di Modena, it’s a place to 
discover an extraordinary treasure trove 

of art and history.



OUR Italy

Small group tours 2021 



The highlights of Italy’s Lake 
District

Some Italian regions do not have access to sea 

but they still have awesome islands, peninsulas, 

bays, cliffs and beaches. Experience six stunning 

lakes of the Lake District, from the more 

intimate to the sophisticated ones, second-

home of celebrities and all kinds of VIPs. 

This itinerary offers plenty to enjoy: stunning 

palaces, lush gardens “all’italiana”, trains 
climbing the Alps through scenic journeys, wine 

tastings, dining at gourmet restaurants and a lot 

of water where to sail while admiring beautiful 

lakeshores, dotted with exclusive villas and 

picturesque villages.

Italy’s best kept countryside

secrets: Marche & Abruzzi 
Marche & Abruzzi do not have a Colosseum, a 

David by Michelangelo or San Marco Square, but 

perhaps they have something more, the result of 

centuries of “gentle” presence of  man who knew 
how to draw vineyards on the hills and build castles 

on rocky spurs. In Marche and Abruzzi beauty is in  

landscapes. Discover places that often even the 

Italians themselves do not know, except those who 

live there and know that they enjoy one of the 

highest quality of life in Italy. And for that reason, 

they keep this secret for them!



Northeastern Italy adriatic

sea, culture and food

The journey from Venice to Trieste is just 150 kms

long, but these 2 cities have been for long time fierce 

rivals before Trieste joined Italy in 1920. Both cities 

have fought for long time for being the most 

important port in this part of the mediterranean: 

Venice was the capital of the Serenissima Republic 

while Trieste was the harbour of the Habsburg 

empire. The great variety of landscapes matches the 

rich and variegated cultural heritage that was 

determined by a complex history and by the 

confluence of different civilizations in this territory. 

For this reason, the north eastern part of Italy looks 

like a small universe with many different traditions 

that need to be discovered.

Northwestern Italy and the 

Passion Play
Known for its royal past, Piedmont exhibits a great 

taste in food and wine and boasts ancient, elegant 

castles reminiscent of the days in which Italy’s ruling 
dynasty called the region’s capital, Admire expansive 

vineyards and stunning mountain ranges and attend 

the Passion Play in Sordevolo. For more than 2 

centuries, every 5 years, the  people this  village  near 

Biella, perform a passion play that is unique in Italy and 

worldwide; 400 amateur actors, a   scenography that 

rebuilds  a corner of Jerusalem in the 33 a.C. with  

Herod’s palace,  the Sanhedrin,  Pilate’s Praetorium,  

the  Garden of Gethsemane, the last Supper room, the 

mount Calvary give life to the biggest popular theater 

festival in Italy.



The Gems of Northern Italy –
with Autentico Hotels

From the Dolomites to the Cinque Terre, from a 

ride on a wooden ketch on lake Garda to a 

gondola ride in Venice and from the great wines of 

the Valpolicella region to the great Parma ham 

and Parmigiano cheese… Northern Italy has a 
huge variety of landscapes, experiences and great 

food that will surprise you. With this tour you will 

enjoy some of the most beautiful experiences of 

these areas, and stay into carefully selected 

boutique hotels for an authentic Italian vacation.

Quintessential tour of Italy-with 

Autentico Hotels
Home to many of the world's greatest works of art, 

architecture and gastronomy, Italy inspires and 

moves like no other. Explore the country from north 

to south. See Milan, the capital of fashion, enjoy a 

glass of wine in the Tuscan countryside, explore the 

eternal city and relax in the Amalfi coast. Stay in 

refined, carefully selected family-owned and run 

luxury Italian hotels that will boost your authentic 

Italian vacation.  



Sardinia off the beaten Path

Discover Sardinia off the beaten path following two 

intriguing red threads: the high quality of local 

craftsmans & the mysteries of its archaeological 

heritage. From north to south, from Costa Smeralda

exclusive beaches to the Catalan enclave of L’Alguer
down to the Genoise Carloforte and the Molentargius

salted ponds and flamingos. Unveil Sardinia by meeting 

& talking to its skilled goldsmiths, talented potters, …  
And last but not least, enjoy cannonau, mirto, seadas, 

culurgiones and malloreddus ...: wines, spirits & 

delicious local food. We still are in Italy after all!



UNIQUE EXPERIENCES



Venice Biennale 2019

The new Rowing & Tasting Experience takes guests out onto the 

Cannaregio canals and behind the oars of a gondola, then onto 

the some of the best bàcari—local bars famous for their cicchetti 

snacks. 

Enjoy the new Venice Aperitivo Experience. This tour dives deep 

into the city’s history as the birthplace of the Spritz & Bellini. 
From cocktails on the rooftop terrace of the luxury shopping 

center to small neighborhood wine bars, to finally sampling 

different types of Spritz cocktails in a bar on the Grand Canal, 

where you’ll while watching the sunset over this unique city.

Experience the feeling of driving iconic Italian vintage cars like 

Alfa Romeo Duetto Osso di Seppia, FIAT 124 Spider, etc. on 

the winding roads of the Lake District or the Tuscan 

countryside

Vintage Cars

Venice off the beaten path



Adopt-A-Barrel

The creation of a unique wine blend at a renowned top Tuscany 

winery where clients work for a day with a local professional 

wine maker to create their personalized wine

A journey through more than 1500 rare and precious essences 

together with professional "nose" for the creation of  a unique 

tailormade perfume

Create A Tailormade Perfume

Italy’s Motor Valley is a unique opportunity to spend a day 
amongst the world’s most famous sports cars! Discover Mr. 

Horacio Pagani’s Factory, his incredible life and his life’s dream: 
to create supercars that are works of art. Visit the Lamborghini 

Factory & Museum: walk through the assembly line and follow, 

step-by-step, the making of a super sport car. Then head to 

Ferrari and drive a real Ferrari supercar!

Motor Valley Experience 



AS FEATURED IN
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